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CIRCLE K
Represented

The 10th Annual Florida District Circle K convention was held March 6-8 in Cocoa. Official delegates from FTU Circle K were president Mike O'Mara and Bill Hunter. Oftentimes attending the convention included Richard Becher, Jim Connolly, Chuck Henson, Tom Komanski, Bill Knott, Neil McMlllan, Robert McKeon and Bill Lowrey of Florida Tech.

Tom Kearney, founding president of FTU Circle K, was elected president of the Okeechobee Division of Florida District Circle K. Kearney meets every Monday at 7:30 p.m. in the Science Auditorium. Visitors are welcome.

Student Government Election Figures Told

Student Government elections of March 6 and 7, 1969, were tabulated as follows: Walt Tom Kearney won after receiving 44 and 38 votes in the race for sophomore class president. In the freshman race for president, Melissa Hardman defeated Juan Phillip Perault; she obtained 71 and 44 votes. Chris Schmidt got 114, while Walt Tom Kearney was notopposed, was elected president. In the race for freshman senators-elect, Henry Richard defeated Juan Phillip Perrault; he received 16 votes, while Chris Schmidt got 48. Terry McCutcheon got 19 and Craig Bundy, 7. There was no candidate for governor; with 43 votes. Terry McCutcheon got 19 and Craig Bundy, 70 votes. Brandt Edwards and Frank Santry, 26. Edwards received 48 votes, Evans got 37 and Hazzard got 17. In the College of Humanities and Social Sciences, William Noster defeated Robert Hanenwood; Noster obtained 103 votes and Hanenwood received 11 votes. Richard Staley was selected junior senator, defeating James Brown; votes were 21 to 11 in favor of Staley. Bradly Edwards and Frank Santry were chosen freshman senators over Arthur McGinty. Edwards received 48 votes, Santry 52, and McGinty 45. Governor of the College of Education is James Shaw, who received 70 votes defeating Tom Duvick with 50 and Linda Sheep with 45. In the race for senior senators, Robert Corner and Fern Powell were selected, receiving 41 and 44 votes respectively. In this race, who was elected and Corner and Gibson were unopposed. James Gary Hall, Mary Lou Raphael, and Thomas Woodson were selected freshmen senators in the College of Education, defeating Merle B. Grady. Hallman had 52 votes, Raphael 53, Woodson 42 and Grady 26. Of the 1,234 full-time students who were qualified to vote, 630 Student Housing Fee Due April 9

SACS Committee To Evaluate FTU

A committee of ten from the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools headed by Dr. Jim Clarke, Assistant Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at the University of Alabama has been on the FTU campus this week to evaluate all facets of campus life. The S.A.C.S. sends a committee from other institutions in the Minor Athletics Approved for FTU

The Florida State Board of Regents approved the beginning of a limited program of intercollegiate athletics at FTU, at a meeting at the University of South Florida. Beginning in the 1970-71 academic year at FTU, there will be a basketball team and eventually intercollegiate tennis, golf and possibly other minor sport teams will be formed. These activities will be financed from gate receipts, from the student activity fee, and sources other than state funds. The Board strongly endorses the recommendation for the limited athletic program, was explicit in its support of President Milligan. The Board asks that no state funds could be used to support these intercollegiate activities.

Plans call for the University to possibly include in the intercollegiate program, such as baseball, soccer, and track. The expansion of the program will be geared to the availability of adequate resources and facilities.
Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor:

I am not in the habit of writing letters to newspapers, but in this case I must make an exception. The FuTUre is undoubtedly one of the most "unique" student newspapers I have ever read. It is filled with a mixture of news stories, human interest features, and editorials. However, I feel that the editors of the FuTUre are not totally不合格 to be in the positions they hold. Between the four of the editors upon entering Tech there was a total of over 12 years of newspaper experience. Two of the freshmen received the "outstanding journalist" awards at their high schools and one received the national Scholastic award. The positions they have held include the editorship and managing editorship of their high schools newspapers, serving as head of the editorial department of their school paper; and only one of the editors has written a column which has been syndicated locally. The editors are presently on the newsstands of local radio stations. Two other members of the editorial board have spent an entire year in the Sentinel, in the past, and one has been offered the editorship of a local private junior college, a position which would provide a scholarship to cover full tuition fees.

As a high school student and listed not to demonstrate how great and qualified the editors are, but hopefully to simply show that even though the editors of the FuTUre are freshmen, their experience in the news media services could rival that of many senior college editors. The editors are going to make mistakes; not just because they are freshmen, but because they have a lack of experience. If they already know all there was to know about newspaper work and if they never sought the advice of prominent journalism professors and editors, the freshmen would be impossible to overcome.

The freshmen are not just the only ones who make mistakes, however. The paper itself, seems to be an example of this. Perhaps the reason the newspaper is the voice of the students... is due to their inexperience. I am embarrassed to know that it is being published by the freshmen themselves are freshmen, and have made a great deal of mistakes due to their inexperience.

Then, in conclusion, the Freshman editors at the present are the people who created the FuTUre. The present editors spent quite a bit of time while yet in high school with Dean Berlin, Bill Martin, and even talked to the president about forming a newspaper this year at Tech. If you will recall the FTU??? the predecessor to the FuTUre appeared on campus the same day as the FTU. What if Dean Berlin of this country can claim they newspaper has been coming out regularly since the very day the school has existed in some form. In the beginning, the editors were not experienced, nor students and nothing came. The advisor turned one of his classes into a lab-type class in which time was given to write stories and so forth. As time went on at least some of the students kept writing for the newspaper, but mostly the paper was still in the position it was when it first appeared. Several editors have since graduated, kept working with the aid of a handful of very helpful, but also very busy co-students.

So, the editors of the FuTUre are freshmen simply because there are not any juniors with enough time, or experience, or who are willing to do the hours of work required to put out the FuTUre weekly.

Sincerely,

Miss America '69

Dear Editor:

Thank you so much for the crystal pyramid paperweight you gave me during my visit to FTU. It's just lovely and I always treasure it. I really enjoyed meeting you and visiting your campus. It's certainly a pretty location for a school.

Upon my return, I reviewed a little stuffed animal and a penant, and a lovely cup and saucer with the school seal from the Student Government. As I don't know to whom you wrote, would you please thank the proper people for me? Thank you.

I really appreciate all your kindness and hospitality. Again, thank you for everything.

Sincerely,

Judi Ford

Miss America '69

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editors:

I am writing specifically in reference to your article "Editorial Results to Be Late in FuTUre," which appeared in the March 7, 1969 issue of your paper.

As a registered voter and student of this University, I resent the implications made in that article. I do not feel that the students, faculty, administration, or any other campus functions should have to "bow-down" or change their schedules to meet the specifications of all the high and mighty FRESHMEN in "editors" of the FuTUre.

I may be making an unfair comparison in my following statement. However, since when should the time of elections be changed to suit a newspaper? Are the editors of this paper ashamed to have people know what they have written? I might add, that (to quote a phrase from a small headline, if any, I was not aware that it was ever necessary to

"Well, if you girls are going to run around half-dressed like that, what do you expect?"
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On Movies
'Charly': Tragic Theme

By ROBERT E. HOLISINGER

In "Charly" Cliff Robertson attempts to portray a mentally retarded adult who has achieved some degree of independence. Through the film the viewer starts to equate all mentally retarded adults as having the same emotional apparatus as children. Certainly this effect reduces the technical complexities of establishing character, there seems to be a lot more infantile mantriness that we can tune in on and use to lubricate the projection more efficiently.

The salvary speech of a child, the emphasized movement of the jaw, and the wrinkled forehead, to some might seem a bit overworked. The salivary speech of a child, the one member of the duet, cast as a woman Viennese doctor, should have been the tip off.

As a motion picture "Charly" lays a lot on the line. A person can latch on to any number of themes that may carry him through the film. Most of the emotional interplay has a high degree of relevance: it is not merely superficial. Above it all there are the constants--the quality of life theme--knowing exactly what one was and is becoming, with no possibility of optimization or escape in this era. It is a uniquely tragic theme.

Alcoholism Study First In The US

Florida Technological University will be the first university in the United States to offer a regular credit course on the sociology of alcoholism, according to Dr. Charles M. Unskirke, chairman of the sociology department. The three credit course is being offered during the spring quarter.

Long neglected by social scientists and professional health workers, alcoholism has only recently been recognized as one of the problems of contemporary society. Current estimates place the number of alcoholics in Florida at 180,000. The national figure is reported to be in excess of 6 million.

The State's Alcoholic Rehabilitation Program is cooperating with the University in developing the course, and is loaning its Director of Community Services, George Clark, instructor.

Miss Beuty Jo McLeod, MSW, ACSW, manager of the Alcoholic Rehabilitation Program's Orlando Clinic, will assist Clark in teaching the course.

Fred Basset

What puzzles me about this new road-say...

is that the picture seems to bear very little resemblance to the reality

SG Officers Take Oaths

Student Government officers took their official oaths and that winner will play for the championship next Wednesday. All games start promptly in Oviedo at 4:15 and 5:15. Chi Alpha II and Phi K will play each other Monday at the F.T.U. court. Their game will be following the match between the Phi K Sigma Y winner and Sigma Alpha Tau Bandits winner. All games at F.T.U. start at 4:00 and 5:00 p.m.

SG Officers

Ventre Joins Engineering

Dean Robert Kersten, College of Engineering and Technology at Tech, has announced the appointment of Dr. Gerald G. Ventre as Assistant Professor of Engineering. Dr. Ventre, a native of Cincinnati, Ohio, began teaching this spring quarter. He received his A.E. Degree in 1963, M.S. Degree in 1965, and Ph.D. Degree in 1969 at the University of Cincinnati.

Dr. Ventre is a member of the American Society for Engineering Education and Tau Beta Pi. He was the recipient of two NASA Research Grants and an award from the Engineering Society of Cincinnati.
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Activity Calendar

Friday, March 28, 1969
All Day, Panhellenic "Spring Rush", FTU.
Friday, March 28, 1969
8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m., University Movie: "Liltl", featuring Warren Beatty, Jean Seberg, Peter Fonda, Kim Hunter, admission 50 cents, Science 107.
Saturday, March 29, 1969
All Day, Panhellenic "Spring Rush", FTU.
8:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m., Film Society, Epsilon Party, Multi-Purpose Room.
8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m., University Movie: "Liltl", Science 107.
Monday, March 31, 1969
All Day, Panhellenic "Spring Rush", FTU.
All Day, Petitions for MRA Officers Available, Student Affairs.
Tuesday, April 1, 1969
All Day, Panhellenic "Spring Rush", FTU.
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 N., Pegasus Pilots Meeting, V.C. 154.
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 N., I.F.C. Meeting, V.C. 155.
7:00 p.m., Tennis Club Meeting, V.C. 155.
9:00 p.m., Harvard vs. FTU Debate, Science 107.
Wednesday, April 2, 1969
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 N., Village Center Board Meeting, V.C. 154.
All Day, MRA Election Campaign, Residence Center.
WRA Conducts Etcetera Series
Last night marked the series' premiere with a demonstration on vig, wiglets, and falls by the representative of the Wig Hut of Orlando.
FTU's Director of Public Information, Bill Warden, will present next Thursday's talk entitled "Reach for the Stars," a short summary of university development, and plans for the future, Warden, with the university, since 1966, came to FTU with a varied background in public relations including service on the staff of Florida solicits Sam Gibbons and George Smathers.
Seminon University in 1965 has attended George Washington University, Law School in Washington, D.C.
The ten week Etcetera series will also feature in coming weeks lectures on family planning, drug abuse, spiritualism and other topics.
Tuesday, April 1, 1969, 11:00 a.m. - 12:00 N., V.C. 107, the Science Auditorium, and the Dorm 'G' Lounge. Those held in the Multi-Purpose Room and the Science Auditorium are open to male residents.
Ed. Note: Thursday's lecture by Bill Warden has been changed to Wednesday.
Sigma Alpha Recognized
Sigma Alpha was established on the FTU campus under the name of the Tech Club. It was recognized fully by the administration of the University in the first quarter.
Sigma Alpha's promotion has brought about a sense of fraternity achievement. It is a social fraternity which plans to become a national fraternity. Sigma Alpha Epilon.
The fraternity is under the advisement of Robert Bledsoe.
The officers are: President, Skip Phillips; Vice President, Gary Castle; Secretary, Jack Pet Sem, and Treasurer, Rick Schmidt. They are represented on the I.F.C. by John Franck and Larry Snyder.
The reason for selecting SAE, the most prestigious of the national fraternities, is mainly due to the group's leader, John Roberts, who is an SAE initiate from Florida Atlantic.
The group has been slow in forming, mainly due to Roberts' present commitment as chairman of the Ad Hoc Interfraternity Council. For information call 277-4701.
Blood Research Grant Continued
A research study, financed by federal funds, is under way at FTU which may be helpful in the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Dr. Frank D. Rohrer, College of Education, Physical Education, has been notified that he has received a $12,573 continuation grant from the National Heart Institute, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. The grant is part of a two year project totaling $20,000.
Dr. Rohrer is conducting research into the effects of physical exercise on muscle blood flow, including a comparison of the cardiovascular integrity of adolescent and pre-adolescent males.
The results of Dr. Rohrer's research and physical examinations of returning U.S. astronauts are expected to provide increased information on conditions found in the scientific/medical world.
Dr. Rohrer and his research assistant, Byron Wilson, III, are using a capacitance plethysmograph to record blood flow measurements during exercise throughout a select, program, interval, and muscle training program. In a previous study, Dr. Rohrer has gained evidence of an increase in muscle blood flow following a swimming training program.
The capacitance plethysmograph may be used to evaluate the changes in exercise blood flow resulting from hydrodynamic environment, such as the weightlessness of space travel. Dr. Rohrer pointed out.
The purpose of the present study is to determine whether there is a significant difference between adolescent and pre-adolescent muscle capillarization subsequent over-training.
Dr. Rohrer suggests that it is important to find significant differences.
If you think you're happy... You're not, Keep going...
OEVDIO, FLORIDA
Phone 365-3209
Welcome Students, Faculty and Staff
We Will Strive
At All Times
To Give Quality Service
VISIT OUR COSMETIC SERVICE
SANDFORD
Help
Sanford Secretarial Service offers top quality work for term papers-price $9.50 cts. per page with footnotes at end of term paper-50 cts. at bottom of each page. Call us at 322-8390 or stop by at 200 North Park Ave. Sanford, Florida.